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FESTIVALS PREPARING FOR VIOLENCE
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usic festivals conjure images of large
concentrated numbers of carefree
people collectively reveling in live
performances by their favorite
artists. Of course, festival promoters and venues
must take crowd safety seriously, often times
focusing on bad weather to avoid tragic incidents,
such as the 2011 Indiana State Fair stage collapse
that killed seven people and injured 58 others.
However, continued terrorist attacks on
Western targets in Europe for the past two years,
as well as an assault-weapon rampage this past
June at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Fla., that
resulted in 49 deaths and 53 serious injuries,
underscore the vigilance festivals must apply in
safeguarding against acts of terrorism.
The ISIS attack in November 2015 on the
Bataclan Theatre in Paris that killed 89 people and
another 40 lives in a series of coordinated attacks
throughout the city was “absolutely a wakeup
call” to the festival industry, believes Russ Simons,
managing partner of Nashville, Tenn.-based Venue
Solutions Group, which consults with security
options for sports and entertainment facilities.
One of the Paris attacks occurred at France’s
national sports stadium, the Stade de France, resulting
in four deaths, including three suicide bombers.
“The science of how we handle people at major
sports facilities is pretty consistent with festival
operations,” Simons says. At festivals, there usually
is a lot more room for personal and bag screening
with walk-through metal detectors stationed
further away from entry points, he notes.

MINIMUM BARRIER TO ENTRY
Festival goers these days almost expect security
as part of the experience, and without metal
detectors, wanding and pat downs, attendees
might be concerned, Simons notes, adding that
organizers must accommodate ticketholders with
medical needs and religious sensitivities. “It’s not
just throw up a metal detector, and everybody walk
through. Let’s put it in the right place to maximize
the right amount of throughput, keeping
everybody safe and making sure every part of that
is consistent with the rest of the experience.”
Setting a secure perimeter before vehicles
are parked and people enter festival grounds is
difficult, points out Simons, “because it is difficult
to clear every car.”
Creating a minimum barrier to entry “hopefully
triggers a cultural change that we in the industry
lack with respect to safety,” opines Jim Digby,
CEO of the Event Safety Alliance (ESA), a nonprofit organization that two years ago issued a
production-focused concert safety guide, taking
into account “the show must go on and on-time
vs. covering our safety butts,” he added.
ESA’s 330-page Event Safety Guide, first released
two years ago, is being revised with new material
covering such issues as active shooters and
terrorists. ESA is hoping that interested parties,
such as the insurance industry, would underwrite
the second version, so it could be universally
available without a cover price.
At recent big festivals, such as Rock in Rio in
Las Vegas this past May, “several agencies were
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